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BOOKS


ARTICLES

ARBITRATION


Steven Quiring, Note, Attorney-Client Arbitration: A Search for Appropriate Guidelines for Pre-Dispute Agreements, 80 Tex. L. Rev. 1213 (2002)


**ATTORNEY-CLIENT RELATIONSHIP**


**AUTOMOBILE CASES**


**BANKING – CONSUMER ISSUES**


**BANKRUPTCY – CONSUMER ISSUES**


**CLASS ACTIONS**


**CONSUMER CREDIT**


**CONSUMER LAW EDUCATION**


**CONSUMER LAW – GENERAL UPDATES**


**DECEPTIVE TRADE PRACTICES ACT**


James M. Parker Jr., Thomas H. Wakens & Rachel L. Noffke, *A Rose is a Rose is a Rose- or is It? Fiduciary and DTPA Claims Against Attorneys*, 35 St. Mary’s L.J. 823 (2004)


**EDUCATION**


**HOME EQUITY LOANS**


**IDENTITY THEFT**


**INSURANCE – CONSUMER ISSUES**


INTERNET – CONSUMER ISSUES

LANDLORD & TENANT

PRIVACY – INTERNET/TELEPHONE

PRODUCT LIABILITY
J.G. Marks, Determining the Indeterminate Defect, 36 St. Mary’s L.J. 237 (2005)

PUNITIVE DAMAGES

REAL ESTATE SALES
RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION


SLAPP SUITS


SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY


TOW TRUCKS


UCC – CONSUMER ISSUES


Karen M. Neely, A Revised Article 9 Primer, 3 J. TEX. CONSUMER L. 114 (2000)


WARRANTY


John Krahmer, Commercial Transactions, 54 SMU L. REV. 1199 (2001)
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